
The plumbing system for your container home will consist of pipes (lines), joints, fittings, valves,
faucets and the fixtures.

The system is divided into supply lines (freshwater in) and drain lines (wastewater out).
The supply lines are divided into cold water and hot water.

In a conventional house, the plumbing is installed under the floor in a concrete slab, crawlspace or
basement. Unless your container home is slightly elevated and you never plan to move it, or you install a
floor on joists (See Floor.), the plumbing system will have to be installed above the floor.

There are three places you can mount the plumbing above the floor:

Inside the Walls: In a typical house, it is common for supply lines to run through the walls,
sharing space with wiring and insulation. Drain lines usually go beneath the floor.

You’ll have to cut holes in the interior wall paneling for the connections to the fixtures. Horizontal
pipe runs will have to penetrate the studs.

If you are building your container home to code, check to see what size holes you can drill in the
studs. Smaller diameter supply lines probably won’t raise an issue, but the larger diameter drain lines will
need some consideration.

Surface-Mounted: Surface mounted means that the plumbing is installed on the outside of the
interior wall, making it visible. Surface mounting adds some simplicity when installing connections to the
fixtures. You can also quickly detect a leak and have easy access to make repairs.

Surface mounted plumbing tends to crowd the small space. You also have to be sure it looks clean
and tidy.

Note: If you plan to surface mount your plumbing, come back to this section after you have hung
your wall paneling and installed your sinks, shower, toilet and water heater.

On the Exterior: Installing your plumbing along the outside of your container will also make
leak detection and repairs simpler. Plus a leak will be less likely to cause damage.

From an energy standpoint, uninsulated outside water lines may be inefficient due to the tendency
for the water in the hot water supply pipes to lose heat to the outside air.

Of course, you can use a combination of all three mounting locations. For example, running the
supply lines inside the walls and the drain lines along the exterior.



There are many different configurations for a plumbing system in a container home. Here are a
few illustrations of what the plumbing might look like for a container home that has a shower, bathroom
sink, toilet, kitchen sink and water heater. A vent pipe is not included in the drawings.
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